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About

More than a simple notebook, the Infinitebook is an 
ecological, economic, reusable, and innovative product 
that allows you to reuse all the pages without damaging 
them.

With Infinitebook, you are free to make mistakes and 
create better solutions.

It was created by a 17-year-old Portuguese entrepreneur 
that was looking for a tool to help him create better 
things and study.

You can also customize your own Infinitebook and join 
our community of innovative and environmental 
conscious people.

Why we are so cool.



Organization Is Key

Infinity can be a little tricky, but like always, we are here to help!
In this catalog, you will find the necessary tools in order to create a custom branded Infinitebook.

Two heads think better than one! If you have a personalization idea that it’s not comprehended in this catalog feel free to contact 
us - we love a good challenge!

Not Rocket Science.

Essential Branded Tailored

http://customin�nitebook.com/
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Big Bang

Let’s begin with a blank canvas.

When customizing an Infinitebook you can choose 
from 3 different sizes.

With each of them, there are different options when it 
comes to cover colors, layouts available, and binding 
options.

This is that page - the holy grail of Custom Branded 
Infinitebooks.

A5
A6

A4

Where it all started.

4. YOUR INFINITEBOOK OF CHOICE

21.4cm / 8.27in

21cm
 / 8.27in

14.8cm
 / 4.3in

29.7cm
 / 11.7in

15.2cm / 5.91in

11cm / 4.33in



5. YOUR INFINITEBOOK OF CHOICE

Infinitebook A4
Cover Type: Soft

Weight: 490 g

Size: 297x210mm

Pages: 20 Sheets

Binding: Black Spiral

A4

Infinitebook A6
Cover Type: Soft

Weight: 95 g

Size: 148x105mm

Pages: 15 Sheets

Binding: Black Spiral

Infinitebook A5 
Cover Type: Soft

Weight: 220 g

Size: 210x148mm

Pages: 15 Sheets

Binding: Spiral*

A5 A6

*the spiral’s color matches the cover’s color of choice.

Colors:

The schematics below assist you 
on what options are available.

For each size, you can find inside 
the designated box the color 
available and the inside layouts 
option available for each color in 
that size.

Black

Red

Green

Blue

Plain

Lined

Dotted

Squared

Interiors:



Proudly Yours

Logos are magical, they define an organization through 
dots and lines, and fillings.

With a customized Infinitebook with your logo on the 
cover, you’ll be able to stand out, aligning your brand 
with our creativeness.

This customization option does not require a quote request, and it is 
bound to an order quantity of 1-25 Infinitebooks.

Infinite can come with your logo on it.

6. BRANDED LOGO ON THE COVER



Let's Talk Design

We know the feeling and got you covered. Customizing 
the entire cover and back cover, it’s possible and allows 
your company personality to shine through more easily 
(and it makes it easier on the eye, shall I say).

When designing the Cover and Back Cover of an 
Infinitebook you are required to choose which printing 
option suits your company best.

Need an extra bit of spice?

7. DESIGN THE COVER

2 Color Printing:1 Color Printing:

Full Color Printing:

White color does not count as a color for printing purposes.



Hidden In Details

Blending the insides of the cover and back cover with the 
overall design of your Infinitebook will make it 10x more 
special. It’s not for everyone, but it is for the attentive 
ones.

By default, the printing options you choose for the previous point
are kept the same.

Where success lies!

8. DESIGN THE INSIDE COVER



Make It Special

People are the ones who make an organization! 
For those highly specialized and devoted people: 
why not a personalized Infinitebook with their 
name or their favorite phrase on it?

There’s a maximum of 32 characters per personalization.

More?! Yes, the sky is not a limit!

9. PERSONAL NAME ON THE COVER

Your name here



Can You Feel It?

But they do have different attributes.
The softcover is more flexible, less bulky, and can offer 
you less weight. 

On the other side, still not a heavyweights champion, we 
have the hardcover which is more resistant and adds a 
more polished look.

Both are great.

10. SOFT COVER VS HARD COVER

Soft Cover Hard Cover



Spiral It Up

Keeping the infinite sturdy and put together.
Our spiral binding is designed to keep your pages aligned 
at all times.

Alongside that, we challenge you to add a bit of spice to 
your Infinitebook by choosing a spiral color that will 
make it pop!

Around the pages, they go.

11. BINDING’S COLOR

Soft Cover

Black

White

Red

Blue

Green

Yellow

Bronze

Silver

Hard Cover

Black

White

Silver

The diameter of the spirals differs whether it is a soft cover (1 cm) or a hard 
cover (2 cm). That's why there are different colors available.



From End To End

Be awesome on the outside and be interesting on 
the inside.

Design the templates you wish to see on your 
Infinitebook or choose from our vast selection. 
Promise you won’t be disappointed. And if you 
think a plain notebook is cool, imagine having 
to-do’s, scheduling sheets, or even a football 
layout. The sky is not the limit here.

These are the most conventional* layouts we offer:

It’s the inside that matters.

12. CHOOSE ONE OF OUR LAYOUTS

SquaredLinedPlain Dotted

*If you choose the Essential custom package, these are your options.



13. CHOOSE ONE OF OUR LAYOUTS

These are some of our unconventional layouts.
Specially designed to enhance creativity, productivity, and organization!

To-Do List + Dotted 1

Year-in-Weeks 4

Weekly Planner 2 Monthly Planner 3

Removable To-do List 5 To-Do List 6

To Do:
To-Do:

1. As seen in our Infinitebook A5 Makers/Infinitebook A5 Iconic Makers; 2. As seen in our Infinitebook A5 Planner; 3. As seen in our Infinitebook A5 Planner; 4. As seen in our Infinitebook A5 Planner; 5. As seen in our Infinitebook A5 Planner; 6. As seen in our Infinitebook A6 
Small List Big Goals.



Be You

Now is your chance. Design whichever layout best suits 
your needs. You have the idea, we have the resources to 
make it happen.

Because only you know you.

14. DESIGN A LAYOUT

D A I L Y  P L A N N E R

K E E P  I N  M I N D

M O O DP R I O R I T I E S

I D E A S

C O N C L U S I O N

There is also the option to add informational pages (regular paper) 
throughout the Infinitebook.

Mon.

Tue.

Wed.

Thu.

Fri.

Sat. Sun.



Infinitebook's Best Friends

If you thought notebooks were all we had - the client is 
always right, but not this time.

With a vast selection of accessories, you can complement 
your experience and go the “beyond” way.

Need an extra bit of spice?

15. ACCESSORIES

Cleaning kit

Black and red markers

Pen loop



16. ACCESSORIES

Cleaning Kit
The perfect solution to effectively erase your Infinitebook.
1x Microfiber Cloth;
1x Spray Dispenser (empty, to fill with water);
1x Magic Sponge.

Black and Red Markers Pack
The Infinitebook Black and Red Markers Pack contains 2 
fine-tipped markers that feature an eraser on the back.

Pack 2 Sponges
The best complement for your Cleaning Kit.
2x Infinitebook Magic Sponges.

5x Sticky Notes
Specially developed to help you with your creative process.
Stickable to smooth surfaces, washable with water, reusable +2000 
times and non-Stainable.
Size: 76,5mmx76,5mm

Pen Loop
Place the adhesive on the cover of your Infinitebook and take your 
marker always with you.
Size: 4x4cm
Glue from 3M

Black Markers Pack
The Infinitebook Black Markers Pack contains 2 
fine-tipped markers that feature an eraser on the back.



Think Inside The Box

Delivering your Infinitebook can be a pleasant experience. 
Like all of Infinitebook.

Design your box, to your taste, and be the king of the box. 

It fits better than Cinderella’s shoe.

Simplicity - it fits!

17. PACKAGING 

The printing options stand the same as seen in page 7.

Box views



Think Inside The Box

If you were on the lookout for the perfect box - we have it! 
The extreme infinite experience can be yours.

Our Starter Kit gathers your Infinitebook and the included 
marker, as well as a cleaning kit and a pen loop! All put 
together in a sturdy box, you can also personalize. 

We designed it to be robust, so people can reuse it 
afterward. Keeping sustainability at the top of our 
priorities. 

Now we’re talking!

18. PACKAGING 

This type of box is only available with the Starter Kit A5 (Infinitebook A5 + 
Marker + Pen Loop + Cleaning Kit).
The printing options stand the same as seen in page 7.

Box top view Box inside view



We Got You

Our infinite loop set the tone for our full-circle experience, 
from scratch to delivery.

We offer a delivery service so that you don’t have to worry 
about anything. The perfect corporate gift will arrive safe 
and sound in your clients’/collaborators' doors.

All you need to do is sit back and enjoy the launch.

Right up to your door!

19. DELIVERY SERVICE
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Custom Terms and Conditions

Infinitebook reserves the right not to accept customization in order to maintain consistency and clarity of the brand;

- By awarding the production, you agree not to sell the products to third parties and that they will only be used for promotional and offer purposes unless expressly authorized by Infinitebook;
- By awarding the production, you agree not to perform any extra customization;
- The Infinitebook logo and all technical information are present in all personalized products;
- For partnerships and collaborations with brands, we ask that you contact the commercial department. Each case is studied independently;
- To the total of the order, add shipping costs to be calculated depending on the delivery address and quantities. It is possible to pick up the order at our warehouse in Viseu, Portugal without 
using extra costs;
- Delivery time: 10 to 15 working days after adjudication and/or approval of the Final Arts (valid for orders over 25 units);
- Payment terms: Prompt payment.

21. CUSTOM TERMS AND CONDITIONS



Never ending creativity!


